Orientations of the observed magnetic field in Earth's dayside magnetosheath are compared with the predicted field line-draping pattern from the Kobel and Flückiger static magnetic field model. A rotation of the overall magnetosheath draping pattern with respect to the model prediction is observed. For an earthward Parker spiral, the sense of the rotation is typically clockwise for northward IMF and anticlockwise for southward IMF. The rotation is consistent with an interpretation which considers the twisting of the magnetic field lines by the bulk plasma flow in the magnetosheath. Histogram distributions describing the differences between the observed and model magnetic field clock angles in the magnetosheath confirm the existence and sense of the rotation. A statistically significant mean value of the IMF rotation in the range 5 • −30 • is observed in all regions of the magnetosheath, for all IMF directions, although the associated standard deviation implies large uncertainty in the determination of an accurate value for the rotation. We discuss the role of field-flow coupling effects and dayside merging on field line draping in the magnetosheath in view of the evidence presented here and that which has previously been reported by Kaymaz et al. (1992) .
Introduction
In the MHD description of the Sun-Earth interaction, the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is embedded in the solar wind flow which slows across the bow shock and deflects around the Earth's geomagnetic field. The typical orientation for the upstream IMF is along a Parker spiral (i.e. at an angle of φ≈45 • to the Sun-Earth line). The solar wind magnetic field lines, deflected initially away from the Earth's bow
Correspondence to: M. Longmore m.longmore@dartmouth.edu shock normal direction, convect through the magnetosheath with the solar wind flow and are bent or "draped" around this planetary obstacle eventually becoming tangential at the magnetopause boundary. Distortion or "draping" of the solar wind magnetic field inside the dayside magnetosheath has in the past been largely understood in terms of the gas-dynamic model prediction (Spreiter et al., 1966; Spreiter and Stahara, 1980) . The Spreiter and Stahara model (Spreiter et al., 1966; Spreiter and Stahara, 1980) assumes that bulk flow properties of the solar wind past a planetary obstacle can be described by the continuum equations of hydrodynamics for a single-component gas (of zero viscosity and thermal conductivity). The magnetic field is convected with the flow through the magnetosheath by a simplified non-self-consistent prescription for the magnetic field, which is frozen kinematically to the flow. A disadvantage of the model is that magnetic force terms are omitted from the momentum equation with the consequence that field-flow coupling effects are neglected in the model description. In addition the gas-dynamic model assumes a symmetric form for the magnetopause and bow shock boundaries in order to produce the global draping geometry. The simple analytic formulation of the Kobel and Flückiger (KF) potential field model (Kobel and Flückiger, 1994) has been found to give good qualitative agreement with the gas-dynamic model of Spreiter and Stahara (Spreiter et al., 1966) for the magnetic field in the magnetosheath. The KF model has also recently been used by Cooling et al. (2001) in a model of flux tube motion resulting from steady state reconnection. MHD models such as the LFM simulations of , and Mobarry et al. (1996) can be used also to prescribe the draping pattern in the magnetosheath and have the advantage that they incorporate field-flow coupling effects.
Early comparisons of a model draping description with observations were first carried out by Fairfield (1967) and Behannon and Fairfield (1969) . However improvements to the original Spreiter and Stahara gas-dynamic convected field model in Spreiter and Stahara (1980) allowed for the first detailed comparative study of gas-dynamic and observed draping in the dayside magnetosheath by Crooker et al. (1985) . They used interplanetary magnetic fields observed upstream of Earth's magnetosphere by ISEE 3 as inputs to the gas-dynamic model of Spreiter and Stahara (1980) and compared the model results with time lagged observations taken by ISEE 1 in the magnetosheath. In the Crooker et al. (1985) study, a total of 24 magnetosheath observations are used and an average distortion of the observed field is found which lies between 0 • and 20 • of the model value. From this, Crooker et al. (1985) conclude that the magnetic field in the magnetosheath close to the magnetopause boundary does not appear to be significantly distorted by boundary processes, and that its observed orientation is relatively consistent with the predictions of simple gas-dynamic theory. More recently, Coleman (2005) considered the role of draping on the orientation of the IMF at the dayside magnetopause in a study of 36 magnetopause crossings observed by the Geotail and Interball-tail spacecraft. The Coleman (2005) study shows that reconnection models which assume negligible rotation of IMF clock angle in the magnetosheath, the so called "Perfect draping" approximation, are often not accurate enough to reflect the distribution of reconnection sites across the magnetopause. Our survey expands on this by showing that the draping throughout the magnetosheath is influenced by bulk plasma flows.
A survey by Kaymaz which uses IMP 8 data (Kaymaz et al., 1992 (Kaymaz et al., , 1995 Kaymaz, 1998) , presents a thorough investigation of the magnetic field draping in an annulus of the magnetosheath tail approximately 30 R E downwind of Earth. In Kaymaz et al. (1992) it was found that the draping pattern was rotated relative to the IMF orientation and that the degree of rotation varied from zero for strongly northward and southward cases of IMF to a maximum of 17 • for moderately southward IMF. An explanation which considers strengthening merging under southward IMF and a tilted merging line due to the the presence of additional equatorial IMF component (Sonnerup, 1974) was found to account for both the sense of the rotation and its tendency to be greatest under moderately southward IMF conditions. Later Kaymaz et al. (1995) compared IMP-8 observations in the same region of the magnetosheath with the LFM MHD simulation of , Mobarry et al. (1996) and showed that MHD modelling can capture field-flow coupling effects which form an essential aspect of solar-wind magnetosphere interaction. In the third paper, Kaymaz (1998) compared the observed IMP-8 magnetic field vector patterns with those obtained when the observed upstream IMF conditions are input to both the gas-dynamic model of Spreiter et al. (1966) and the (LFM) global MHD simulation. Where the gas-dynamic model could not adequately reproduce the physics due to dayside merging, it was shown, in contrast, that MHD models can reproduce the effects of east-west IMF orientations on field line draping close to the magnetopause. The strong agreement with the MHD model and the IMP-8 data observations supports evidence that the effect of dayside reconnection has a non negligible effect on field-line draping at the magnetopause.
Magnetosheath magnetic field line draping in the mid-high latitude dayside magnetosheath has, on the other hand, not been extensively studied to date. This is partly due to the fact that observations of high and mid-latitude regions of the dayside magnetosheath have only recently been provided by the Cluster and Interball spacecraft. Here and in Longmore et al. (2005) we utilise dayside magnetic field measurements and plasma moments collected from 237 magnetosheath crossings in the high to mid-latitude regions of the magnetosheath to characterise the bulk flow and magnetic field properties in the magnetosheath. The analysis studies dawn and dusk sectors of the dayside magnetosheath in four cross sections which extend from the magnetopause to the bow shock boundary.
In this paper we investigate the ability of a static magnetic field model (the model of Kobel and Flückiger (1994) ) to predict the magnetic field line draping pattern in the dayside (15>X GSE >−5) magnetosheath. Firstly, we present vector maps of the observed and predicted magnetosheath field direction. Later, we analyse the mean shift and statistical moments of the distributions showing differences between the model and observed clock angle for Parker fields, directed northward (0 • <θ<45 • ), along the equatorial plane (45 • <θ<135 • ) and southward (135 • <θ<180 • ). We define a range of away (negative B x and positive B y ) Parker IMF which lies 45 • either side of the typical away parker direction i.e. 90 • <φ<180 • and toward (positive B x and negative B y ) Parker IMF i.e. −90 • <φ<0 • . We emphasise a finding which shows rotation of the magnetosheath draping pattern by the strong east and west, tailward bulk plasma flow.
Survey description and method

Data description
Both ACE MAG and Cluster FGM (Balogh et al., 2001 ) magnetic field data are used in the survey: the ACE data provides information on the upstream magnetic field whilst the Cluster spacecraft survey's the magnetic field in the magnetosheath. The Cluster FGM prime parameter data provides spin averaged measurements of the magnetic field every four seconds. The ACE MAG data is of 16 seconds resolution. Averages at one minute intervals of the upstream and magnetosheath magnetic field are taken from these data sets. The Cluster FGM dayside magnetosheath survey covers the period from mid February 2002 to late April 2004 and contains magnetosheath data selected from 237 magnetosheath crossings. This results in a total of 78.524-min average data measurements of the magnetic field, taken at various locations within the magnetosheath under differing upstream solar wind conditions. Information about the form of the flow in the magnetosheath was previously derived in Longmore et al. (2005) using moments from the Cluster PEACE (Plasma Electron and Current Experiment) (Johnstone et al., 1997) and CIS (Cluster Ion Spectroscopy) (Rème et al., 2001) instruments: for the analysis presented here we do not require this data but the observation for the bulk velocity in the magnetosheath which has previously been reported in Longmore et al. (2005) , is central to our interpretation. In order to compare the averages of the magnetic field in the different regions of a time dependent magnetosheath, we firstly transform each of the data points into a frame of fixed geocentric origin for which the magnetopause and bow shock boundaries are stationary. Secondly, we link each magnetic field data point measured in the magnetosheath with the upstream magnetic field measured by the ACE spacecraft. Both of these procedures are explained in brief in Sects. 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
Normalisation of magnetosheath data to a model magnetosheath
In order to create a stationary model of the magnetosheath i.e. one in which the boundary positions do not vary with upstream conditions, it is necessary to normalise each measurement within the magnetosheath crossing to a point between the locally measured magnetopause and bow shock. The bow shock and magnetopause positions are selected for an inbound/outbound crossing at the start/end of each crossing. The bow shock boundary is identified by eye as the sharp jump of the solar wind velocity, density and magnetic field strength predicted by the Rankine-Hugoniot conservation laws for a shock discontinuity. An exact location for the magnetopause boundary is not trivial to define but was identified according to the features typical of high and low shear crossings documented in Paschmann et al. (1986) and Paschmann et al. (1993) . We then scale model boundaries to pass through the observed magnetopause and bow shock locations (for this purpose the (Peredo et al., 1995) and (Roelof and Sibeck, 1993) models are used for the bow shock and magnetpause respectively) and thus obtain the global position of a model magnetopause and bow shock boundary in the GSM reference frame. The distance modulus is calculated from the actual spacecraft location in GSM from the geocentric origin along the radial direction to the newly scaled magnetopause and bow shock boundaries and this is used to determine the normalisation of each data within the radial range of 0.0 (magnetopause) and 1.0 (bow shock). In this way we locate each measurement in the magnetosheath as a function of normalised position in the magnetosheath (0.0-1.0), and at a geocentric latitude, and longitude (r, λ, φ). This transformation facilitates the comparison of data from different regions of the magnetosheath.
Normalisation of data to upstream solar wind conditions
The values of the plasma parameters measured in the magnetosheath vary according to upstream solar wind conditions. For this reason we use ACE at L1 as a monitor of the upstream solar wind conditions. We then normalise each magnetic field measurement in the magnetosheath by a deduced instantaneous solar wind measurement. For Cluster measurements at time t C in the magnetosheath, we find the corresponding value at ACE lagged by the propagation time t, i.e. at a time
Since the propagation time through the magnetosheath is small compared to the solar wind transit time from ACE at L1, we take
where | r| is the distance between ACE and Cluster, and V sw (t) is the solar wind speed measured by ACE at time t. For each Cluster observation time t C , we solve Eq. (2) iteratively for t within a 1-h window. We then normalise the magnetosheath parameters by the ACE measurements at the lagged time. The estimated time lags were compared with those derived from a cross-correlation analysis of the upstream ACE magnetic field data with magnetosheath magnetic field data. Good agreement is observed between the two sets of time lags with the maximum deviation between both values ≈5 min (Longmore et al., 2005) .
Survey regions
The Cluster spacecraft are placed in a high inclination elliptical polar orbit which ranges from 19 000 km at perigee to an apogee of 119 000 km about the Earth. The orbit makes its outbound journey through the magnetosheath in the Northern Hemisphere and completes the 57-h orbital period by passing inbound through the Southern Hemisphere of the magnetosheath. During the magnetosheath survey period, dusk side regions of the dayside magnetosheath are generally surveyed during the winter to late winter season and dawn dayside regions from early to late spring, thus providing extensive coverage of the dayside magnetosheath spanning a longitude from the dusk to the dawn flank and a latitudinal range from the northern to southern polar regions. Total orbits for the [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] period are shown in the X−Y (GSE) and R= √ Y 2 +Z 2 (GSE) planes ( Fig. 1 ). Model magnetopause Roelof and Sibeck (1993) and bow shock Peredo et al. (1995) boundaries during quiet solar wind conditions are also superposed onto the orbital plots for illustrative purposes. We emphasise that only magnetosheath data lying between an individually determined magnetopause and bow shock boundary (as described in 2.1.1) is used in the analysis. Figure 2 shows the 3-D total orbital coverage of the magnetosheath which remains once the portions of the orbital trajectories outside of the bow shock and magnetopause boundaries have been removed so that only parts of the orbit lying within the magnetosheath are shown. It is important to note that there is an orbital bias in our survey imposed by the inclined orbit of the Cluster spacecraft; high latitude measurements lie close to the magnetopause whilst conversely low latitude measurements lie close to the bow shock. We note also the poor coverage of the sub-solar region. In the study, our analysis is carried out in the GSM reference frame. We do not aberrate to account for the Earth's motion or any other off (Roelof and Sibeck, 1993) and bow shock (Peredo et al., 1995) boundaries during quiet solar wind conditions are also superposed onto the orbital plots for illustrative purposes. Only magnetosheath data lying between an individually determined magnetopause and bow shock boundary (as described in Sect. 2.1.1) are used in the analysis.
to account for the Earth's motion or any other off axis component of the solar wind velocity. These corrections will produce a slight shift in the longitudinal location of each point (≈3 • −4 • ) but will not affect the magnetosheath field direction.
Analysis
The Kobel and Flückiger (KF) model
We use the Kobel and Flückiger (KF) model to provide a fixed reference draping pattern against which to compare the magnetosheath observations of the magnetic field direction. This is because we partly wish to investigate aspects of draping which are beyond the physics represented (Roelof and Sibeck, 1993) and bow shock (Peredo et al., 1995) boundaries during quiet solar wind conditions are also superposed onto the orbital plots for illustrative purposes. Only magnetosheath data lying between an individually determined magnetopause and bow shock boundary (as described in Sect. 2.1.1) are used in the analysis.
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Analysis
The Kobel and Flückiger (KF) model
We use the Kobel and Flückiger (KF) model to provide a fixed reference draping pattern against which to compare the magnetosheath observations of the magnetic field direction. This is because we partly wish to investigate aspects of draping which are beyond the physics represented by the model (i.e. boundary energy transfer and field-flow coupling effects), and also because its simple analytical formulation is efficient for input from IMF measurements which we then compare with lagged IMF observations in the magnetosheath. Use of an MHD model would better represent the physics of the magnetosheath since in the MHD description the field is coupled to the plasma flow. The calculations in our case would however be time consuming for a study using upstream varying solar wind parameters and we reserve such a comparison as a suggestion for future work.
The KF model assumes a parabolic geometry for the magnetopause and bow shock boundaries which are defined by the upstream solar wind dynamic pressure. The steady state of the magnetic field between these two boundaries is described by means of a scalar potential, where the current is confined to the magnetopause and bow shock boundary layers. This implies a vanishing of the current inside the magnetosheath, and hence a curl free magnetic field therein. The magnetic potential is derived to be that which neutralises the IMF inside of the magnetopause; the scalar potential thereby generates the distortion of the field lines and in this way the KF model draping improves on the "perfect draping" assumption. The magnetic field intensity jumps at the bow shock and slowly increases along the Earth-Sun line toward the magnetopause. The kink in the magnetic field for Parker oriented IMF is greatest on the dawn side of the bow shock and decreases as the IMF becomes tangential to the bow shock boundary at dusk. We note however the absence of field-flow forces and dayside merging in this description of field line draping in the dayside magnetosheath. We implement the model according to its formulation in the parabolic co-ordinate system and calculate the predicted model draping for the equivalent observed magnetosheath clock angle taken in the magnetosheath. The inputs to the model are the observed bow shock and magnetopause standoff distances and the time lagged observation of the upstream IMF measured at ACE.
3.2 Appearance of the model and observed magnetic field line draping pattern in the magnetosheath Figure 3 shows vector maps of the Cluster observed magnetic field direction (red vector) and the KF predicted magnetic field direction (black vector) when the upstream IMF as measured at ACE is propagated with the appropriate time delay and the observed magnetopause boundary and bow shock position are used as model inputs. Each vector represents an average for a bin approximately equal to the thickness of the magnetosheath and spanning a 10×10-degree window of GSM longitude and latitude in the magnetosheath. The gap in the centre of each plot corresponds to the Cluster data gap around sub-solar point seen in Fig. 2 . The length of each observed vector corresponds to its magnitude (indicated in the key in the bottom right hand corner of each plot in Fig. 3 ). The analysis is subdivided into northward, equatorial and southward upstream IMF. Northward IMF clock angle is defined for IMF greater than 45 • north of the equatorial plane (Panels A and D in Fig. 3) , southward for IMF clock angle lying more than 45 • south of the equatorial plane (Panels C and F), and equatorial IMF as the range of clock angle within 45 • of the equatorial plane (panels B and E). These cases are illustrated in the top, bottom and middle panels of Fig. 3 , respectively. Both away Parker (IMF has negative B x and positive B y -Panels A,B and C) and toward Parker (IMF has positive B x negative B y -panels D, E and F) IMF are shown. We do not rectify the upstream IMF sectors since rectification of the data mixes away Parker northward/southward IMF with toward Parker southward/northward IMF.
Examining Fig. 3 closely, we observe a general rotation of the draping pattern with respect to the KF model draping prediction under northward and southward IMF. The sense of rotation is generally clockwise under away Parker northward IMF and toward Parker southward IMF conditions (see panels A and F) and anti-clockwise generally under toward Parker northward IMF and away Parker southward IMF (see panels D and C). Panels (B and E) indicate averages taken from IMF directions close to the equatorial plane. For these cases only a weaker or negligible rotation is observed with no consistent rotation direction. Assuming that the rotation effect is a function of B z explains why no preferred rotation direction is observed, since the average magnetic field directions in these panels mix northward and southward IMF, thereby eliminating any rotation related directly to the B z component of the IMF. On the other hand, removal of the B z dependence should facilitate the identification of the B y induced rotation which Kaymaz et al. (1992) have shown to be due to dayside merging. We do not observe a B y rotation effect. However we present an analysis of average field directions throughout the entire dayside magnetosheath and it is unlikely that our observations will manifest a signature of the B y induced dayside merging which is a process local to the magnetopause boundary. In the maps presented in Fig. 3 we present only averages of the observed magnetic field rotation. We therefore proceed in the following section (3.3) with a statistical investigation to validate the extent and significance of the observed rotation, in different regions of the magnetosheath, under different IMF conditions.
Statistical analysis of differences between the observed magnetosheath magnetic field direction and the KF model magnetic field direction in the magnetosheath
In this section we analyse the statistical deviation of the observed magnetosheath magnetic field direction with respect to the KF model prediction. Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 each contain 24 panels representing 24 bins for which the clock angle deviations (in degrees) of the magnetosheath data points, KF (in degrees), are histogrammed. We sub-divide the analysis for dawn (Figs. 4, 6 ) and dusk longitudes (Figs. 5,  7) of the dayside magnetosheath since we might expect to observe a draping asymmetry between these two regions of the dayside magnetosheath during a Parker orientation of the
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• ):Away dawn Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere binned in an identical way to the previous section in which we average over the entire magnetosheath thickness and plot the magnetosheath and KF model magnetic field directions at each longitude and latitude. Instead here we investigate the statistical presence of a rotation in at different regions of the magnetosheath which progress from the magnetopause to the bow shock boundary. magnetosheath magnetic field direction from the KF model magnetic field direction and its statistical significance, the standard deviation of this mean, and the kurtosis ("peakedness") of the distributions. In the following section we use a moments description for each distribution, examined in the context of the magnetosheath sector and IMF condition represented by a particular histogram. Table 1 gives the values of the mean shift µ, standard deviation δ and kurtosis, µ 4 which correspond to each of the histograms, A-X in Figs. 4 and 5 (i.e. away Parker IMF). Table 2 gives the corresponding statistical moments for the histograms A-X of Figs. 6 and 7 (toward Parker IMF). static magnetosheath field model. The shift is quantified by the mean, µ in Table 1 . The standard error mean, σ m is small with respect to the mean and this mean shift is therefore statistically significant. The majority of the distributions have a peakedness which exceeds that of a normally distributed data set (kurtosis, µ 4 , for a normally distributed data set is 3). The standard deviation, δ (see also Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of the observed clock angle from model values for a toward directed Parker spiral, for dawn and dusk parts of the dayside magnetosheath respectively. In the case of toward oriented Parker IMF, the mean clock angle of the observed distributed deviations (grey vector) is rotated clockwise from the KF model predicted clock angle (black vector) in 14 of the 16 panels representing cross-sections of the magnetosheath at dawn and dusk under southward IMF.
Rotation under northward IMF
Under northward IMF (Panels A-D (Northern Hemisphere) and M-P (Southern Hemisphere)), the observed rotation of the mean clock angle from the KF model prediction is clockwise for an away Parker spiral and generally anti-clockwise for a toward Parker spiral. However under northward IMF at dawn, for toward Parker spiral, no clear preference is observed (see panels A, B, C, D, N, and O in Fig. 6 and 4 .
As in the preceeding section, the analysis of the equatorial IMF data includes both northward and southward IMF within 45 • of the equatorial plane and therefore removes some of the B z effect. We have excluded the possibility of observing a B y induced rotation in Sect. 3.2. The remaining rotation is therefore likely to be due to the presence of the residual bias of either northward or southward cases contained within the averages representing equatorial IMF.
The preferred rotation directions of the magnetosheath magnetic field for northwards/ southwards and toward/away IMF (and the number of cases for which the preferred rotation is observed) are summarised Tables 3 and 4. The extent of the rotations, µ is typically >5 • and <30 • although these are associated with a significant standard deviation, δ (see Tables 1 and 2 ).
Rotation of the magnetic field by the bulk plasma flow direction in the magnetosheath
In general, the preferred rotation of the magnetosheath magnetic field under northward and southward IMF is consistent with an interpretation which considers the dominant direction for bulk plasma flow in the magnetosheath. The rotation is absent from the KF static magnetic field model since it does not incorporate field-flow effects. Figure 8 shows the 2-D projection of the solar wind normalised velocity magnitude in GSM latitude and longitude averaged over the magnetosheath survey region taken from Longmore et al. (2005) . Due to the orbital bias present in the surveyed region, data surveyed at low latitudes lies close to the bow shock region; data at higher latitudes is biased toward the magnetopause boundary. The flow is greatest at the flank regions of the magnetosheath. In Longmore et al. (2005) we showed that this is a generalised flow behaviour in the magnetosheath which is independent of upstream IMF directions. In Fig. 9 , the magnetic field (indicated by red vectors) is frozen to the plasma flow and the ends of the magnetic field lines become stretched and pulled in the direction of the accelerated bulk plasma flow at the flanks. The interaction is most evident when a strong northward or southward IMF component is present. These magnetic field lines have a component perpendicular to the direction of fast dawn and dusk ward bulk plasma flow and therefore undergo the most significant rotation. The twist (black vectors), which tends to rotate the magnetic fields, is clockwise in the case of an IMF oriented along a northward away or southward toward direction (examples A and B in Fig. 9 ) and counter-clockwise for IMF oriented along a southward away or northward toward direction (examples C and D in Fig. 9 ). In this way the bulk plasma flow acts on the magnetic field lines to produce twisting of the IMF.
Discussion
In this paper we highlight the role of the bulk flow on field line draping in the magnetosheath. This effect on the magnetic field line draping extends beyond both the gas-dynamic and simple KF static magnetic field models which do not incorporate field-flow forces in models of the magnetosheath magnetic field line draping.
GSM Latitude
GSM Longitude V/V sw Fig. 8 . 2-D projection of the solar wind normalised velocity magnitude and velocity components averaged over the magnetosheath survey region (GSM). Due to the orbital bias present in the surveyed region, data surveyed at low latitudes lies close to the bow shock region; data at higher latitudes is biased toward the magnetopause boundary. The flow is greatest at the flank regions of the magnetosheath.
In Sect. 3.1 we described the KF model and noted the absence of a field-flow coupling interaction in its description. This is an established feature of the magneospheric-solar wind coupling interaction and exhibits an effect on the draping pattern in our analysis. The draping survey shows that the KF model is not adequate for a prediction of the magnetosheath clock angle, particularly under strongly northward and southward IMF conditions. In this study, we have isolated the effect of the bulk velocity flow direction on the draping pattern in the magnetosheath. No such observation has been reported to date for the behaviour of the flow at the dayside magnetosheath, although field-flow coupling effects are well established features of the MHD description of the magnetosheath plasma.
We find an almost consistent rotation of the magnetosheath clock angle relative to the KF model prediction. The only exception is observed in the dawn magnetosheath during a northward, toward IMF orientation. In this case little or no preferred sense of rotation is observed. The observed clock angle directions indicated in the panels in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 show that the mean rotation of the observations from the statistical analysis is the same as that illustrated in the vector maps illustrated in Fig. 3 . The rotation of the magnetic field is consistent with an interpretation which considers the dominant direction for bulk plasma flow in the magnetosheath given in Sect. 3.3.3. Kaymaz et al. (1992) likewise reported a rotation of the observed magnetic field in the magnetotail. The Kaymaz et al. (1992) analysis is conducted somewhat differently and the rotation is defined relative to the plane formed by the IMF and an aberrated x-axis. In the case of Kaymaz et al. (1992) , a counter-clockwise rotation for away IMF and a clockwise rotation for toward IMF was found for both northward and southward IMF. The rotation was found to reach a maximum for moderately southward IMF. In this analysis, we define a rotation relative to the KF model predicted clock angle and observe an effect for northward and southward IMF. This is a unanimous counter-clockwise rotation for away IMF and a clockwise rotation for toward IMF which is due to the bulk plasma flow direction in the magnetosheath rather than merging at the dayside magnetopause. Arguably, our case for a preferential rotation sense under northward IMF is weakened by the behaviour observed at dawn during toward IMF but even here the rotation appears to be ambiguous rather figure 9 ) and counterwise for IMF oriented along a southward away or northward toward direction (Examples C and figure 9). In this way the bulk plasma flow acts on the magnetic field lines to produce twisting e IMF.
33 Fig. 9 . Rotation of the draping pattern by the plasma flow in the dayside magnetosheath: the magnetic field (indicated by red vectors) is frozen to the plasma flow and the ends of the magnetic field lines become stretched and pulled in the direction of the accelerated bulk plasma flow at the flanks. The interaction is most evident when a strong northward or southward IMF component is present since these magnetic field lines have a component perpendicular to the direction of fast dawn and dusk ward bulk plasma flow and therefore undergo the most significant rotation. The twist (black vectors), which tends to rotate the magnetic fields, is clockwise in the case of an IMF oriented along a northward away or southward toward direction (Examples A and B in Fig. 9 ) and counter-clockwise for IMF oriented along a southward away or northward toward direction (Examples C and D in Fig. 9 ). In this way the bulk plasma flow acts on the magnetic field lines to produce twisting of the IMF.
than the reverse of the sense of rotation observed in the other cases. Whilst Kaymaz et al. (1992) finds a rotation which is strongest for IMF with an equatorial component and which is associated with dayside merging, we do not observe a similar effect in our data. Such an effect would predominate in a narrow region close to the dayside magnetopause whereas our analysis is concerned with the averaged draping behaviour observed throughout the dayside magnetosheath, from upstream of the magnetopause to the bow shock boundary.
We conclude therefore that there are two observed draping effects in operation on the IMF as it enters the region downstream of the bow shock. Kaymaz et al. (1992) show that their observed rotation in the tail magnetosheath is consistent with strengthened merging under southward IMF and tilting of the dayside merging line due to equatorial IMF components. This explanation explains why the rotation observed in their study is greatest under moderately southwards IMF. We observe a rotation of the magnetosheath field in regions away from the magnetopause boundary which cannot be interpreted in terms of merging at the magnetopause but which can be explained by the tendency of the bulk flow in the magnetosheath proper to strengthen away from sub-solar regions toward the dawn and dusk flanks of the magnetosheath. Both findings highlight the importance of incorporating dayside reconnection and field-flow forces into the description of draping around Earth's magnetosphere.
We note that the distributions in the magnetosheath exhibit a significant spread of magnetic field clock angle direction. In some cases, less ordered distributions under northward and southward IMF, close to the magnetopause boundary, might indicate a less regulated draping behaviour in that region. Such an effect under northwards IMF is generally confined to the high latitude inner sectors of the magnetosheath. With the exception of dawn in the Southern Hemisphere, the magnetosheath cross-sections exhibit decreases in the kurtosis values and increases in the standard deviation from the bow shock to the magnetopause boundary (see for example Tables 1 and 2 , Dawn: A, B, C, D, Dusk A, B ,C, D, M, N, O, P). This may indicate a transition in the vicinity of the high latitude magnetopause boundary into a region in which the draping pattern is less well ordered. Under southwards IMF we observe that the distributions in panels I, J and K of Fig. 4 are also flattened and have low values of kurtosis and large standard deviation. There is however no consistent decrease of the kurtosis or increase of the standard deviation toward the high latitude magnetopause boundary which clearly links the spread of observed clock angle with proximity to the magnetopause boundary.
Furthermore, inaccuracies in the lagging procedure, during periods of strong upstream solar wind variability most likely contribute to the observed broadening. Indeed, solar wind discontinuities, which produce sharp transitions in the upstream magnetic field strength and direction, sometimes invoke uncertainties in our estimate of the time lag which links the magnetosheath measurements with the upstream measurements at ACE. This is because the estimated time lag is precise to within only ≈5 min and during periods of strong solar wind variability the magnetic field direction may fluctuate between northward and southward IMF within very short time scales. Such intervals are included in the data set and are likely to produce some erroneous clock angle variation therein. This will artificially broaden the spread of clock angle observed and increase the standard deviation. However the majority of the distributions are well ordered around a central value which implies that the large number of magnetosheath crossings used in the survey appear to compensate for the additional statistical noise introduced by inclusion of these interval. We conclude that the inclusion of such intervals does not pose a significant problem to the emergence of the systematic rotations observed for the magnetic field direction. On the other hand, the broadening also hampers determination of an estimate for the typical amount of rotation observed. In Tables 1 and 2 we observe typical mean rotations (µ) under northward and southward IMF which range from 5 • −30 • but which are typically associated with large standard deviation (δ).
We emphasise the significance of this result to studies which rely on a determination for the magnetosheath clock angle based on knowledge of the upstream IMF clock angle. Assuming the IMF clock angle is roughly preserved in the magnetosheath or that it can be predicted by either the gas-dynamic or static magnetic field model of Kobel and Flückiger (1994) model would justify use of upstream observations of the IMF as a method to predict the magnetic shearing angle at the magnetopause boundary when in-situ measurements of the local magnetosheath vector are unavailable. We conclude that, the effect of magnetosheath flow on the IMF not considered by these models, results in poor accuracy of such methods. MHD models which incorporate field-flow coupling should provide a more accurate way to model the magnetosheath and a comparison of global MHD results for the dayside magnetosheath with the Cluster observations is proposed for future work.
